
Year 1 - Sculpture and 3D
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2D - flat, like a drawing 3D - can be held, like a cylinder

Samantha Stephenson

Louise Bourgeois

Artists

Tree of life

Sidi 
Saiyyed 
Mosque

Many cultures have stories about a tree of 
life. The tree often represents all of nature.

Cylinder

Cylinder A tube shape

Detail Extra decoration or items that add interest

Sculpture Art in three dimensions; walk all around it to look at it

Three dimensional
(3D) A solid shape; art that isn't flat on paper
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Year 1 - Sculpture and 3D

Scrunch Zig-zag Fold

Spiral Roll Overlap



Year 1 - Painting and mixed media
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Artists

Jasper Johns

Clarice Cliff
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Mix secondary coloursPrimary colours

Hue Describing an exact colour: sky blue, dark green, rose pink

Mix Combining two or more colours together

Pattern Pattern is a design in which shapes, colours or lines are repeated

Primary colours Red, yellow and blue

Print Transferring an image onto another surface, e.g. finger printing

Secondary colours Orange, green and purple and made by mixing two primary colours
together
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Year 1 - Painting and mixed media

Create patterns by printing

Different brushes make different marks

Create patterns by repeating shapes, colours, lines



Year 1 - Drawing
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Geometric Mathematical shapes with straight lines, angles and 
point

Horizontal Flat or level with the ground and not at an angle to it

Irregular When shapes or lines are not formed of the same sizes

Line A mark on a surface can be different lengths, widths 
and create shapes

Mark-making The creation of different lines, patterns and shapes 

Observation To look at something carefully

Regular A consistent size or pattern

Texture A surface quality that is not flat

Vertical Pointing straight up at a 90 degree angle from a 
horizontal base

Artists

Bridget Riley Zaria Forman

Renata Bernal

Wassily Kandinsky Ilya Bolotowsky

Different types of lines

Horizontal Vertical Diagonal Wavy Cross-hatched Broken
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Year 1 - Drawing

Different materials and their marks 

Biro Pencil Felt pen Soft pastel Oil pastel Crayon Charcoal

Mark-making
How would you make these marks?


